
Prices in this buying guide are valid at 1 September 2020, and are subject to change.  Please check IKEA.com.au 
or in-store for detailed product information. All units require assembly.

Customise your outdoor sofa
SOLLERÖN is a series of outdoor lounge furniture which consists of various sections 
to use individually, or combine them to create a modular sofa that suits you. Do 
you want a cosy corner to curl up in? An outdoor sofa for two? Maybe a long sofa 
to stretch out on and read? Or a comfortable seat for casual dinners? It’s easy to 
disconnect the sections and reconfigure them in a new way. Or skip a sofa entirely 
and create seating with several armchairs. The choice is yours!

Comfortable and easy to care for
The SOLLERÖN series is made of handwoven plastic rattan with the same look as 
natural rattan. It’s weather resistant and easy to care for – mild detergent and water 
are all you need. Add JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN, KUDDARNA or 
HÅLLÖ seat and back cushions for great comfort, and use decorative cushions like 
FUNKÖN, SÖTHOLMEN and FESTHOLMEN to personalise your sofa. Most covers can 
be removed and machine washed. There’s also practical storage under the seat.
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How to build

Combinations

=+ + + +

You can combine SOLLERÖN sections into a modular sofa that 
perfectly suits your needs. If you want to make a different 

combination at a later time, it’s easy to disconnect the sections 
and reconfigure them in a whole new way.

Made for comfort. Creating outdoor seating you´ll love couldn’t 
be easier. One or more armchairs makes for a comfortable 
solution. Especially since the seat height and the angled back 
have been designed to give you a relaxing sitting position.
This combination with  HÅLLÖ cushions $335
or KUDDARNA cushions $320 
or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $365
or JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $385

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN armrest section set of 2, brown or dark grey 1 pc
SOLLERÖN one-seat section, brown or dark grey 1 pc
HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 1 pc
HÅLLÖ, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 1 pc

Smart storage. The storage under the seat is perfect for 
cushions, blankets and other things you want to have close at 
hands.
This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $540
or KUDDARNA cushions $510
or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $600
or JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $640

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN armrest section set of 2, brown or dark grey 1 pc
SOLLERÖN one-seat section, brown or dark grey 2 pcs
HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 2 pcs
HÅLLÖ, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 2 pcs

Having a party? Make room for friends and family with this 
generous combination with foot stool and lot of space. Or make 
your own personal combination – the possibilities are more 
than we count. 
This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $1330
or KUDDARNA cushions $1240
or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $1510
or JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $1630

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN armrest section set of 2, brown or dark grey 1 pc
SOLLERÖN one-seat section, brown or dark grey 4 pcs
SOLLERÖN corner section, brown or dark grey 1 pc
SOLLERÖN stool, brown or dark grey 1 pc
HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion, 62×44 cm 6 pcs
HÅLLÖ, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or 
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 6 pcs

Time to relax? With SOLLERÖN stool it’s easy to create a chaise 
longue on one end of the sofa – or both...
This combination with HÅLLÖ cushions $860
or KUDDARNA cushions $805 
or FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $970
or JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN cushions $1040

Shopping list:
SOLLERÖN armrest section set of 2, brown or dark grey 1 pc
SOLLERÖN one-seat section, brown or dark grey 3 pcs
SOLLERÖN stool, brown or dark grey 1 pc
HÅLLÖ back cushion 62×42 cm, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN back cushion 62×44 cm 3 pcs
HÅLLÖ, KUDDARNA, FRÖSÖN/DUVHOLMEN or
JÄRPÖN/DUVHOLMEN seat cushion 62×62 cm 4 pcs
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All parts & prices

SOLLERÖN armrest section,  2 pack, outdoor. 
W18×D82×H53 cm. 
Brown 103.875.86 $130
Dark grey 204.245.88 $130

SOLLERÖN one-seat section, outdoor. 
Seat: W62×D62×H32 cm. 
Brown 303.736.25 $150

Dark grey 304.245.97 $150

SOLLERÖN corner section, outdoor. Seat: 
W62×D62×H32 cm. 
Brown 003.736.22 $190
Dark grey 004.245.94 $190

SOLLERÖN stool, outdoor. Seat: W62×D62×H32 cm. 

Brown 203.736.16 $80
Dark grey 504.246.00 $80

SOLLERÖN coffee table, outdoor.  W62×L92×H51 cm. 

Anthracite/brown 403.736.20 $129
Anthracite/dark grey 804.245.90 $129

HÅLLÖ back cushion, outdoor. 62×42 cm, thickness 8 cm. 

Black 002.644.92 $20
Beige 202.600.68 $20

HÅLLÖ seat cushion, outdoor. 62×62 cm, thickness 8 cm. 

Black  802.645.39 $35

Beige 102.600.64 $35

KUDDARNA back cushion. 62×44 cm. Thickness 6 cm.

Beige 204.110.48 $15
Light blue 204.110.53 $15
Grey 104.110.63 $15

KUDDARNA seat cushion. 62×62 cm. Thickness 8 cm.

Beige 204.111.09 $25
Light blue 204.111.14 $25
Grey 104.111.24 $25

FRÖSÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

FRÖSÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back 
cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 103.917.29 $17
Dark grey 303.917.28 $17

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

903.918.34 $13

FRÖSÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion 
62×62 cm. Sold separately.
Beige 403.917.23 $25
Dark grey 603.917.22 $25

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

303.918.51 $30

JÄRPÖN cushion covers are sold separately from DUVHOLMEN 
inner cushions, so it’s easier to change the look and give the 
cover a wash.

JÄRPÖN cover for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×62. Sold 
separately.
White 704.453.19 $35
Anthracite 804.453.28 $35
Brown-red 704.453.24 $35

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for seat cushion. 62×62 cm. 
Thickness 12 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for seat cushion 62×62 cm. Sold separately.

303.918.51 $30

JÄRPÖN cover for back cushion. 62×44 cm. To be 
completed with DUVHOLMEN inner cushion 62×44 cm  . Sold 
separately.
White 204.452.89 $27
Anthracite 304.452.98 $27
Brown-red 204.452.94 $27

DUVHOLMEN inner cushion for back cushion. 62×44 cm. 
Thickness 14 cm. To be completed with FRÖSÖN or JÄRPÖN 
cover for back cushion 62×44 cm. Sold separately.

903.918.34 $13



Protecting and caring for SOLLERÖN

The best way to extend the life of your outdoor furniture is by 
cleaning it regularly and not leaving it outdoors unprotected 
more than necessary.

Storing
SOLLERÖN sofa frame:
If possible, store in a cool dry place indoors. If the furniture is 
stored outside, cover it with a waterproof cover. After a rain or 
snowfall, wipe off excess water or snow from flat surfaces. Allow 
air to circulate to avoid condensation.
In freezing temperatures, plastic can weaken and is not 
recommended for use.

Cushions:
Store the sofa cushions in a cool, dry place indoors when the 
season is over, preferably in a storage bag or storage box 
to protect from dirt and dust. Make sure the cushions are 
completely dry before storing them away. 

Cleaning
Wipe clean with a mild soapy solution. JÄRPÖN, FRÖSÖN 
and HÅLLÖ cushion covers for back and seat cushions and 
KUDDARNA cushion cover for seat cushion are removable and 
machine washable.

Maintenance
Requires no maintenance.

Repairing
The steel frame is protected from rust with a powder coating of 
plastic paint. If for some reason the coating comes off, the steel 
is not protected and rust may occur. To repair the damage, wipe 
clean and repaint to restore protection.

Note!
The SOLLERÖN coffee table top is made of tempered glass. 
Handle the glass with care. A damaged edge or scratched 
surface can in exceptional cases cause the glass to crack 
suddenly. However, never into sharp fragments, only into small 
pieces. Avoid collisions from the side – this is where the glass 
is most vulnerable. Also, the table is not intended to support a 
parasol, such as those that clamp to the edge of the table.

Storage bags and storage box
TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 62×62 cm, height 
25 cm. Fits in SOLLERÖN sofa sections.
Black 404.098.22 $25

TOSTERÖ storage bag for cushions. 116×49 cm, height 
35 cm. Fits in ÄPPLARÖ storage bench 128×57 cm.
Black 402.923.27 $29.99

TOSTERÖ storage box. 129×44 cm, height 79 cm.
Black 904.114.41 $79

TOSTERÖ waterproof furniture covers 
TOSTERÖ cover for 2-seat sofas. 170×100 cm, height 87 cm. 
Fits outdoor 2-seat sofas with max. width 170 cm, max. 
depth 100 cm and max. height 87 cm. 
Black 904.279.27 $49

TOSTERÖ cover for 3-seat corner sofas and 3-seat sofas. 
260×165 cm, height 85 cm. Fits for example outdoor 3-seat 
corner sofas and a coffee table or outdoor 3-seat sofas 
together with an armchair and a coffee table with a total 
max. length 260 cm, max. width 165 cm and max. height 
85 cm.
Black 104.114.97 $79
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